6628-6630 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

RETAIL/RESTAURANT OPPORTUNITY IN THE HEART OF HOLLYWOOD

JAY LUCHS
VICE CHAIRMAN
CA RE LICENSE: #01260345
T: 310.407.6585
Jay.Luchs@ngkf.com

GENNY CHANG
DIRECTOR
CA RE LICENSE: #01467375
T: 310.407.6588
Genny.Chang@ngkf.com

WWW.JAYLUCHS.COM
6628 HOLLYWOOD BLVD

RETAIL OPPORTUNITY ON HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD

APPROXIMATELY 870 SF
$3,000 PER MONTH MG

JAY LUCHS
VICE CHAIRMAN
CA RE LICENSE: #01260345
T: 310.407.6585
Jay.Luchs@ngkf.com

GENNY CHANG
DIRECTOR
CA RE LICENSE: #01467375
T: 310.407.6588
Genny.Chang@ngkf.com

WWW.JAYLUCHS.COM
6630 HOLLYWOOD BLVD

RETAIL OPPORTUNITY ON HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD

APPROXIMATELY 2,052 SF
$8,000 PER MONTH MG

JAY LUCHS
VICE CHAIRMAN
CA RE LICENSE: #01260345
T: 310.407.6585
Jay.Luchs@ngkf.com

GENNY CHANG
DIRECTOR
CA RE LICENSE: #01467375
T: 310.407.6588
Genny.Chang@ngkf.com

WWW.JAYLUCHS.COM